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We describe resistive states of the system combining two types of orderings- superconducting and
ferromagnetic one. It is shown that in the presence of magnetization dynamics such systems become
inherently dissipative and in principle cannot sustain any amount of the superconducting current
because of the voltage generated by the magnetization dynamics. We calculate generic current-
voltage characteristics of a superconductor/ferromagnet/superconductor Josephson junction with an
unpinned domain wall and find the low-current resistance associated with the domain wall motion.
We suggest the finite slope of Shapiro steps as the characteristic feature of the regime with domain
wall oscillations driven by the ac external current flowing through the junction.

The ability to sustain dissipationless electric currents
is assumed to be the defining property of superconduct-
ing state. However, this fundamental concept has been
challenged by subsequent discovery of type-II supercon-
ductors which can be driven into the mixed state charac-
terized by the presence of Abrikosov vortices generated
by the magnetic field [1]. The mixed state is generically
resistive one since in the absence of additional constraints
such as the geometrical confinement of the pinning po-
tential the superconductor vortices start to move under
the action of any external current[2]. In such a flux-flow
regime vortex motion generates electric field which leads
to the finite resistance and Ohmic losses[3, 4].

In this Letter we point out one more fundamental
mechanism which can drive superconducting system into
the resistive state realized in the ideal situation for ar-
bitrary small applied current. We find that the volt-
age can be generated in the superconductor/ferromagnet
(S/F) systems due to the interplay of two different order
parameters known to produce many non-trivial effects[5–
9]. The presence of superconducting condensate allows
for the generation of dissipationless spin currents[10] and
spin torques to manipulate the magnetic order parameter
[8, 9, 11–25]. Here we point out that the magnetization
dynamics generated in this way by the supercurrent with
necessity generates electric field and Ohmic losses in a
way analogous to the Abrikosov vortex motion in the
flux-flow regime. However, there is no complete anal-
ogy between these fundamental processes. In the case of
magnetic system it is the dynamics of magnetic order pa-
rameter which generates electric field and Ohmic losses
in the superconducting state due to the Gilbert damping
mechanism. The importance of this new resistive state
for understanding the physics of non-equilibrium super-
conducting/ferromagnet systems motivates the present
work.

The sketch of the system under consideration is shown
in Fig. 1(a). Its magnetic part consists of ferromagnetic

strip and it conceptually similar to the domain wall (DW)
racetrack memory proposal[26, 27]. The position of DWs
in the strip can be controlled by the normal current jN ,
which can be applied along the strip. In addition two
superconducting leads forming a Josephson junction are
placed on top of a ferromagnetic strip. The Josephson
current in such a geometry has been measured through
CrO2 half-metallic ferromagnet[28] for the distance be-
tween superconducting electrodes much exceeding the
typical DW size of 20 nm. In such system the Joseph-
son current is necessarily mediated by spin-triplet Cooper
pairs [8] which can pick up the Berry phase[29] propa-
gating through the non-coplanar spin texture or in the
presence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC). This leads to the
possibility of spin transfer torques (STT) generated by
the supercurrent[23] so that when a DW is located inside
the interlayer region of the Josephson junction, it can be
moved by the Josephson current j applied between the
superconducting leads.

As a reciprocal effect to the STT a gauge spin-
dependent vector potential appears in the local spin ba-
sis due to SOC [30–38]. It produces an anomalous phase
shift and, in case if the magnetization depends on time,
it also produces an electromotive force[39–41]. This situ-
ation is the focus of our present study. The electromotive
force should be compensated by the voltage induced at
the junction. It is this voltage that maintains the DW
motion, compensating the dissipation power occurring
due to Gilbert damping by the work done by a power
source, as it is shown below.

The model. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the simplified model
of the SFS Josephson junction region, which we consider
in our calculations. We assume that there is a Neel-type
DW inside the F interlayer. The Rashba SOC is present
in F due to structural or internal inversion symmetry
breaking. The Josephson supercurrent which flows in F
along the x-direction generates a torque on the DW [23]
consisting of the adiabatic STT [42–44] and spin-orbit
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the system under consideration. Su-
perconducting electrodes forming a Josephson junction are
placed on top of a ferromagnetic strip. The position of DWs
in the strip can be controlled by the normal current jN . (b)
A simplified model of the Josephson junction region. A Neel-
type DW is present in the interlayer. The Josephson super-
current flows in F region in x direction.

torques[45, 46]. Under these conditions DW motion is
caused even by very small currents if pinning effects are
neglected. We neglect the nonadiabatic STT[47] assum-
ing that the most part of the voltage is dropped at the
interfaces and the quasiparticle nonequilibrium in the in-
terlayer is small enough.

In the considered S/F/S junction the coupled dynamics
of magnetization M and Josephson phase difference ϕ is
determined by the following closed set of equations

j = jc sin (ϕ− ϕ0{M}) +
ϕ̇− ϕ̇0{M}

2eRS
. (1)

∂M

∂t
= −γM ×Heff +

α

M
M × ∂M

∂t
+ T , (2)

Eq.(1) represents the non-equilibrium current-phase re-
lation (CPR) generalizing resistively shunted Josephson
junction (RSJ) model. This relation is written in a gauge-
invariant form amended to include the anomalous phase
shift [12, 24, 29, 48–74] ϕ0{M} defined by SOC and mag-
netic texture. For strong ferromagnets only spin-triplet
pairs can penetrate into F. Then the transport can be
calculated in the local spin basis for spin-up and spin-
down Fermi surfaces separately with effective U(1) spin-
dependent gauge field Z that yields[29]

ϕ0{M} = −2

d/2∫
−d/2

Zx(x, t)dx. (3)

where Z = Zm +Zso. Here Zmi = −iTr
(
σ̂zÛ

†∂iÛ
)
/2

is the texture-induced part, where Û(r, t) is the time- and
space-dependent unitary 2 × 2 matrix that rotates the

spin quantization axis z to the local frame determined
by the exchange field.

The term Zsoj = (MiBij)/M appears due to SOC,
where Bij is the constant tensor coefficient describing

the linear spin-orbit coupling of the general form Ĥso =
σiBijpj/m. Here we assume that Ĥso is of Rashba type:

Ĥso = (BR/m)(σxpy − σypx). Zm is nonzero only for
noncoplanar magnetic structures and in our case Zm = 0
[106]. The electromotive force can also occur due to non-
complanarity of the moving DW or the presence of the
nonadiabatic (anti-damping) torque [75–80]. However,
for the case of Rashba SOC and the Neel DW, presented
in Fig. 1(b), the moving DW remains coplanar.

In fact, Eq. (1) is quite general and is applicable to
a wide class of Josephson systems exhibiting anoma-
lous phase shift. We derive it microscopically in Supple-
mentary material for the case of a strong ferromagnetic
interlayer[29]. Besides that in contrast to the previously
used gauge non-invariant formulations[13, 17] Eq.(1) de-
scribes the normal spin-galvanic effects when jc = 0 such
as the electromotive force and charge current generated
in the ferromagnet due to the time derivative of the Berry
phase [75–79, 81, 82]. The analogous equation is also
valid for a more general nonsinusoidal CPR.

The magnetization dynamics driven by the spin-
polarized supercurrent is described by LLG Eq.(2) where
α is the Gilbert damping constant, γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio. The last term in Eq.(2) is the current-induced spin
torque T = (γ/M)(Js∇)M+(2γ/M)(M×Bj)Js,j . The
first term here is the adiabatic spin-transfer torque gen-
erated by the spin current Js. The second term is the
spin-orbit induced torque determined by the spin vector
Bj = (Bxj , Byj , Bzj) corresponding to the j-th spatial
component of the SOC tensor Bij . Below we assume
R↑ � R↓ and neglect for simplicity the spin-down con-
tribution to the current. In this case Js ≈ j/2e.

DW motion. It is convenient to parametrize the mag-
netization as M = M(sin θ sin δ, cos θ, sin θ cos δ), where
the both angles depend on (x, t). At zero applied su-
percurrent the equilibrium shape of the DW is given by
δ = π/2 and

cos θ = − tanh[(x− x0)π/dW ], (4)

where dW = π
√
Aex/K is the DW width. Here it is

assumed that K > 0 and K⊥ > 0 are the anisotropy
constants for the easy and hard axes, respectively and
Aex is the constant describing the inhomogeneous part of
the exchange energy. The effective magnetic field Heff =
(1/M2)(KMyy −K⊥Mzz +Aex∂

2
xM).

For dealing with the SOC-induced torque it is con-
venient to define the dimensionless SOC constant β =
−2BRdW /π. For small applied supercurrents j �
dWMe/(πtdµB |α − β|) the DW moves as a coplanar
object corresponding to θ(x, t) defined by Eq. (4) with
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x0(t) =
t∫
t0

v(t′)dt′ and δ ≡ δ(t). The exact solution for

v(t) following from Eq. (2) for the situation when the
electric current is switched on at t = 0 is presented in
the Supplementary material. On a characteristic time
scale td = (1 + α2)M/(αγK⊥) the DW velocity reaches
its stationary value

vst = −uβ/α, (5)

where u = γJs/M .
In the considered case of Neel DW and Rashba SOC

Zsox = (πβMy)/(2dWM) which according to (3) yields
the anomalous phase shift:

ϕ0(t) ≈ −2πβx0(t)/dW . (6)

Our consideration is strictly applicable if |d/2 ± x0| �
dW , that is if the DW is not close to the S/F interface.

Resistive state. Suppose that we apply a constant elec-
tric current I = jS (here S is the junction area) to the
Josephson junction and consider a steady motion of the
DW across the junction with a constant velocity defined
by Eq. (5). In this case Eq. (1) can be easily solved and
the time-averaged voltage induced at the junction is

V (t) = RS
√
j2 − j2c +

πβ2u

eαdW
, (7)

where the first term represents the well-known Josephson
voltage, which is generated at j > jc. The second term
VM is nonzero as at j > jc, so as at j < jc and reflects the
fact that the Josephson junction is in the resistive state
if the DW is moved by the current. The corresponding
IV- characteristics of the junction are shown in Fig. 2. In
principle, in small-area or point Josephson junctions with
large resistance the capacitance or inductance shunting
can also lead to the finite slope of the supercurrent branch
[83–85]. At the same time, the experimentally realized
Josephson junctions via metallic ferromagnets [28, 86]
practically do not demonstrate noticeable slopes of the
supercurrent branches. However, even if a finite slope
due to the interaction with environment is present, it can
be distinguished experimentally from the effect discussed
in our manuscript by comparing IV-characteristics of the
same junction in the presence and in the absence of the
domain wall. It is also worth noting that Eq. (1) does not
yield a ratchet potential for the Josephson phase because
the anomalous phase shift can be compensated by the
change of origin. Therefore, our model yields no rectifi-
cation effects typical for asymmetric Josephson systems
[87–98] and the IV-characteristics remains purely anti-
symmetric with respect to the current reversal.

For numerical estimates of VM we take α = 0.01,
dW = 60nm, u ≈ 1m/s, what corresponds to the max-
imal Josephson current density[28] through the CrO2

nanowire jc ∼ 109 A/m
2
. The dimensionless SOC con-

stant β can vary in wide limits. Having in mind that ex-
perimentally our predictions can be realized, for example,

for hybrid interlayers consisting of a ferromagnet/heavy
metal bilayers, β = 1 − 10 considering that the SOC
αR = BR/m ranges from 3 × 10−11 to 3 × 10−10eV m
at interfaces of heavy-metal systems [99]. Then we can
obtain VM |j=jc up to 10−5 − 10−3V.

The resistance of the junction at j < jc caused by the
DW motion is given by

RDW =

(
∂V

∂I

)
I<Ic

=
πγβ2~

2e2SαdWM
, (8)

It is interesting that according to Eq. (8) RDW per unit
area does not depend on the Josephson junction param-
eters, such as jc and R, and is determined only by the
characteristics of the magnetic subsystem. It can be nat-
urally understood if we take into account that in this case
the work done by a power source is exactly equal to the
energy losses due to the Gilbert damping. Indeed, the
dissipation power due to Gilbert damping can be calcu-
lated as [100]

PG =
α

γM

∫
dx
(dM
dt

)2
(9)

For the stationary DW motion described by Eq. (4) with
ẋ0 = vst we get PG = j(πuβ2/eαdW ), which exactly
coincides with the power jV provided by the source.

In the regime j < jc the normal current through the
Josephson junction is zero in spite of nonzero voltage gen-
erated at the junction. This follows directly from Eq. (1)
because for j < jc it has the solution ϕ̇(t) = ϕ̇0(t). The
equivalent circuit scheme of the junction is presented in
the insert to Fig. 2. The voltage is compensated by the
electromotive force induced in the junction by the emer-
gent electric field (~/e)Żso.

If there are n DWs inside the junction, then under the
assumptions above RDW expressed by Eq. (8) is multi-
plied by n. If the Josephson junction is driven by an
ac component of the voltage or current having the fre-
quency ω, then the dependence V (I) manifest horizontal
steps at Vk = kω/2e, which are known as the Shapiro
steps[101, 102]. If a moving DW is present in the junc-
tion the Shapiro steps acquire a nonzero slope, which is
determined by Eq. (8). The reason is that in this case
the oscillation frequency of the Josephson current is de-
termined by ϕ̇− ϕ̇0 and does not coincide with 2eV any-
more. The Shapiro steps occur just when the oscillation
frequency of the Josephson current equals to multiple in-
teger of the external frequency. The IV -characteristic
demonstrating the inclined Shapiro steps is shown in the
insert to Fig. 2.

In real setups the time of the DW movement through
the junction is limited by the finite junction length:
tDW ≈ d/vst = (α/β)(d/u). Therefore, the voltage
should be averaged over t < tDW . Although experi-
mental data on the DW motion in Josephson junctions
has not been available yet, for the estimates we take
d = 0.5 × 10−6 m and u ≈ 1 m/s. Then tDW ≥
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0.5(α/β) × 10−6s. For other experiments, where the
Josephson current carried by equal-spin triplet correla-
tions was reported [103, 104], this time can be several
orders of magnitude higher due to much less values of
the critical current density.
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FIG. 2. IV-characteristics of the SFS junction with a DW
at rest (blue) and a moving DW (red). β = 1, α = 0.1,
eKdW /(πjc) = 5, td = 40tJ , where tJ = 1/2eRIc. Upper-left
insert: Shapiro steps for I(t) = I + 0.3Ic cosωt, ω = 15t−1

d .
Axes labeling is the same as in the main figure. Bottom-right
insert: the equivalent circuit scheme of the junction.

The IV-charactiristic presented in Fig. 2 was obtained
under the assumption of a steady DW motion. In fact,
V (t) is driven by ϕ̇0 ∼ v(t). For a step-like applied elec-
tric current V (t) saturates exponentially at the charac-
teristic time td except for the short Josephson pulses (see
below). Therefore, in order to be able to measure the
resistance expressed by Eq. (8) it is important to have
tDW > td. For estimations of td we use the material pa-
rameters of the CrO2 nanostructures [28, 105]. Taking
the saturation magnetization M = 4.75× 105 A/m, K =
1.43× 105erg/cm3 and K⊥ = 4πM2, α = 0.01 we obtain
td ≈ 10−9s. Consequently, the ratio tDW /td > 1/β and
for not very large values of the SOC constant β . 1 the
condition tDW > td is realistic.

In practice DW motion can be induced by large cur-
rent pulses. For short pulses j(t) = jθ(t)θ(T − t) with
T < tDW , the DW does not go out of the junction dur-
ing the impulse time. The exact expression for the DW
velocity v(t) is to be found from the LLG equation and is
calculated in the Supplementary material. The resulting
voltage signal consists of two parts of different physical
origin. The first part is the purely Josephson response
with the characteristic time tJ = 1/2eRIc and the other
part is of purely magnetic origin, has time scale td and
vanishes if there is no moving DW in the junction. Tak-
ing for estimates of tJ the material parameters of the
CrO2 nanostructures jc ∼ 109A/m2, R ∼ 0.3−1.5Ω, S =
7.5× 10−14m2 we obtain tJ = 0.3× 10−11− 1.5× 10−11s.
According to this estimate tJ � td. Then the Joseph-
son voltage signal should decay much faster than the DW
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FIG. 3. V (t) for rectangular current impulses. Different
curves correspond to different impulse periods T ; For all the
panels the solid lines correspond to β = 1 (the anomalous
phase due to the DW motion is nonzero) and the dashed
lines are for β = 0 (the anomalous phase shift is zero).
(a) j = 0.5jc, T = 3td (blue), T = 2td (yellow), T = td
(red); (b) j = 1.2jc, T = 1.25td (blue), T = 0.83td (yellow),
T = 0.42td (red). Insert: j = 1.2jc, T = 1.25td (the part of
the main panel on a large scale); For all the curves α = 0.1,
eKdW /(πjc) = 5, td = 40tJ .

signal.

The resulting voltage signals for j < jc are shown in
Fig. 3a. In this regime the typical V (t) curve consists
of an initial sharp Josephson voltage impulse decaying
at t ∼ tJ , a final sharp impulse of the same nature and
a gradual voltage increase and decrease of purely mag-
netic origin, which takes the form V (t) = −πβv(t)/edW .
The signal saturates at time td to the voltage defined by
the steady DW motion velocity. In the absence of DW
there is no generated voltage between the initial and final
Josephson pulses as shown by dashed curves in Fig. 3(a).

The regime j > jc is characterized by the voltage signal
Josephson oscillations during the impulse time as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Nevertheless, the gradual increase of the
voltage due to the DW motion is also present. It results
in the increasing difference between the solid and the
dashed curves minima as marked by a red dashed line in
the insert.

To conclude we have generalized the RSJ equation to
describe the new resistive state generated by magneti-
zation dynamics in the interlayer of a S/F/S junction.
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Taking into account the emergent vector potential orig-
inated from SOC and/or magnetization texture we ob-
tained the gauge-invariant system of coupled equations
which governs the dynamics of magnetization and super-
conducting phase. Using this model we have shown that
in the presence of magnetization dynamics the Joseph-
son junction is in the resistive state even at j < jc. In
this regime the junction can be used for electrical detec-
tion of the dynamics. Experimentally DW motion inside
the Josephson junction can also be observed through the
nonzero slope of Shapiro steps.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Derivation of the modified RSJ equation

For the system under consideration the interlayer is
assumed to be made of a strong ferromagnet and can be
described by the Green’s function ǧσ, defined at spin-
up and spin-down Fermi surfaces separately, which is a
4×4 matrix in the particle-hole and Keldysh spaces, but
is a scalar in spin space. In the local reference frame,
where the spin quantization axis is aligned with the local
direction of the exchange field in the ferromagnet it obeys
the following generalized Eilenberger-Keldysh equation
[23, 29]

− iDσ∂̂R(ĝσ ⊗ ∂̂Rĝσ) + [ετ̂3, ĝσ]⊗ = 0, (10)

where τi are Pauli matrices in the particle-hole space,
the ⊗-product is defined as Â(ε, t) ⊗ B̂(ε, t) =
exp[(i/2)(∂εA∂tB − ∂εB∂tA)]Â(ε, t)B̂(ε, t). The operator

∂̂R means the covariant derivative ∂̂R = ∂R+iσ[Zτ3, ...]⊗
with [Â, B̂]⊗ = Â⊗ B̂− B̂⊗ Â. Z is the U(1) gauge field
which is added to the usual electromagnetic vector po-
tential A with the opposite effective charges for spin-up
and spin-down Fermi-surfaces[29]. In general, the spin-
dependent gauge field is given by the superposition of

two terms Z = Zm + Zso. Zmi = −iTr
(
σ̂zÛ

†∂iÛ
)
/2 is

the texture-induced part, where Û(r, t) is the time- and
space-dependent unitary 2 × 2 matrix that rotates the
spin quantization axis z to the local frame determined
by the exchange field.

The term Zsoj = (MiBij)/M appears due to SOC,
where Bij is the constant tensor coefficient describing

the linear SOC of the general form Ĥso = σiBijpj/m.

Here we assume that Ĥso is of Rashba type: Ĥso =
(BR/m)(σxpy−σypx). Zm only nonzero for noncoplanar
magnetic structures. In this case the DW is moved as a
plane object, consequently Zm = 0. The spin-orbit part
is the only source of the spin-dependent gauge field in
our case.

The general expression for the electric current inside
the strong ferromagnet can be written as a sum over two
spin subbands [23]:

j =
e

8

∑
σ

νσDσTr2

∫ [
τ3ĝσ ⊗ ∂̂xĝσ

]K
dε, (11)

where νσ and Dσ are the density of states at the Fermi
level and the diffusion constant for a given spin subband.
[...]K means the Keldysh component of the corresponding
matrix.

In general, the current can be viewed as a sum of super-
current and a normal current, carried by quasiparticles.
Here we consider high-temperature limit ∆(T )� Tc and
linear response theory. We only keep the leading or-
der terms in expressions for supercurrent and for nor-
mal current. This means that the supercurrent is calcu-
lated with the equilibrium distribution function neglect-
ing nonequilibrium corrections and the normal current
is calculated in the linear order with respect to the po-
tential drop V and for ∆ → 0. Therefore, we neglect
the terms of the order (∆2/T 2

c )(eV/Tc) upon the current
calculation. The supercurrent in the framework of this
approximation has been already calculated [29] and is
represented by the first term of Eq. (1) of the main text.
Here we are only interested in the expression for the nor-
mal current in the presence of the emergent electric field
induced by the SO coupling in the weak link of the junc-
tion. At ∆ → 0 ĝR,Aσ = ±τ3 and ĝKσ = 2τ3ϕ̂σ, where
ϕ̂σ = ϕeσ(1 + τ3)/2 + ϕhσ(1 − τ3)/2 is the quasiparticle
distribution function for a given spin subband. Eq. (11)
is simplified as follows:

j =
e

2

∑
σ

νσDσ

∫
∂̂xϕ

e
σdε. (12)

∂̂xϕ
e
σ ≈ ∂xϕσ −

σ

2
(∂ε1∂t2 − ∂ε2∂t1)×[

Zsox (t1)ϕσ(ε2)− Zsox (t2)ϕσ(ε1)
]∣∣∣
ε1=ε2=ε;t1=t2=t

=

∂xϕ
e
σ + σ∂εϕ

e
σŻ

so
x (13)

Assuming that the quasiparticle nonequilibrium in the in-
terlayer can be described by the Fermi distribution func-
tion with a spatially-dependent electric potential ϕσ =
tanh[(ε− eVσ(x))/2T ] we can further simplify Eq. (13):

∂̂xϕ
e
σ ≈ ∂εϕeσ

(
−e∂xVσ + σŻsox

)
. (14)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12) one can obtain

j = −e
∑
σ

νσDσ

(
e∂xVσ − σŻsox

)
. (15)
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Assuming that the interlayer is a half-metal, that is
the density of states is nonzero only for one of the spin
subbands, we obtain from Eq. (15) that the potential
gradient in the interlayer takes the form:

e∂xV = − j

eνD
+ Żsox . (16)

Let us choose the electric potential in the left electrode
to be zero VL = 0. Then the electric potential of the right
electrode

VR = VL,b + Vint + VR,b, (17)

where VL(R),b = −jRL(R) is the potential jump at the

left (right) S/F interface and Vint =
d/2∫
−d/2

∂xV dx is the

potential difference acquired inside the interlayer.
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (17) we obtain

j =

−(VR − VL) + (1/e)
d/2∫
−d/2

Żsox dx

R
, (18)

where we have introduced the total normal resistance of
the junction R = RL +RR + d/(e2νD).

Recalling that VL−VR = ϕ̇/2e and ϕ̇0 = −2
d/2∫
−d/2

Żsox dx

we finally obtain

jn =
ϕ̇− ϕ̇0

2eR
. (19)

DW motion induced by a given current profile

Here we derive exact expressions for the DW velocity
as a function of time for different current regimes consid-
ered in the main text. The full dependence v(t) can be
obtained starting from the LLG equation (2). Substitut-
ing cos θ in the form of Eq. (4) and δ = δ0 +∆δ(t), where
δ0 = π/2 for a Neel DW, into Eq. (2), assuming ∆δ � 1
and keeping only first order terms with respect to this
parameter, after some algebra we obtain the following
expression for v(t):

v(t) = exp(−t/td)×∫ t

−0
exp(t′/td)

(
−u(t′)

β

αtd
+ u′(t′)

1− αβ
1 + α2

)
dt′, (20)

where td = (1 + α2)M/αγK⊥ and u(t) = γj(t)/2eM .
Eq. (20) is valid for an arbitrary dependence of j(t) if
the current is switched on at t = 0.

If a constant current j(t) = jθ(t) is switched on at
t = 0, then one can obtain from Eq. (20) that at t > 0

v(t) =
e−t/tdu

1 + α2

(
1 +

β

α

)
− βu

α
. (21)

As it was stated in the main text, the DW velocity at
t > 0 saturates exponentially to the value vst defined by
Eq. (5).

For the case of a rectangular current impulse j(t) =
jθ(t)θ(T − t) the DW velocity takes the form:

v(t) = − exp(−t/td)θ(t)
γj

2eM

[
α+ β

α(1 + α2)
×

×
(

exp(T/td)θ(t− T )− 1
)

+
β

α
exp(t/td)θ(T − t)

]
(22)

Voltage induced by a rectangular current impulse

Having at hand the dependence v(t) one can find the
anomalous phase shift as a function of time. According
to Eq. (6) of the main text

ϕ0(t) ≈ −2πβ/dW

t∫
0

v(t′)dt′. (23)

Solving Eq. (1) with j(t) = jθ(t)θ(T − t) and ϕ0(t)
defined by Eqs. (23) and (22) we obtain:

ϕ̇(t) =
Ω( j

2

j2c
− 1)θ(T − t)

j
jc
− cos(Ωt

√
(j/jc)2 − 1 + arctan

√
(j/jc)2 − 1)

−2ΩD exp(−Ωt)θ(t− T )

1 +D2 exp(−2Ωt)
− 2πβv(t)

dW
, ‘(24)

where D = (jc/j) exp(ΩT )(1−
√

(j/jc)2 − 1×
× cot(ΩT

√
(j/jc)2 − 1/2 + arctan

√
(j/jc)2 − 1)), Ω =

t−1J = 2eRIc. At j < jc
√

(j/jc)2 − 1 → i
√

1− (j/jc)2.
V (t) described by Eq. (24) is plotted in Fig. 3 of the main
text.
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